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Montes(story) Time
Hello HMS Families!
This past Friday my daughter, Maddee, turned twenty. It’s hard to believe how quickly time flies.
As some of you know, Maddee is a fantastic baker and we task her with baking just about
everything, but certainly, we could not have her make her own cake. When you are baking for a
baker you need to get it right. So, this year I decided to look up some recipes online. I’m sure I’m
not alone when I say it can be frustrating trying to get a recipe on the internet as every single
recipe is embedded inside a blogpost, hidden within a long story, most often sprinkled with
photos and ads, as well. It can be overwhelming. While I’m sure the blogger is a wonderful
person, I’m not particularly in the mood to hear about their dog Gretchen’s latest adventure to
the park. What does Gretchen’s game of fetch have to do with chocolate cheesecake?
Generally speaking, however, I do love a good story and in Montessori education, we have a ton
of them. Stories can hook the imagination at any age, but they are especially intriguing during
the elementary years. Not only is elementary the time when students can attend to several
chapters in a read-aloud or dig into some books on their own, it’s also a time when they can
make greater connections to the world by using the power of their imagination. We often use
storytelling to introduce a new concept. There are several classic Montessori stories that are told
again and again, year after year. For example, in geometry there is a story about the
Babylonians and stargazing. The story says that the Babylonians were quite interested in the
location of the stars in the sky. They tracked a star for about a year- it was 360ish days- until it
came full circle again. (360-full circle, interesting right?).
When learning to divide large numbers we tell the story of Ancient Roman foot soldiers. We use
wooden colored pegs referred to as skittles. We tell a story where we need to distribute an
amount of supplies equally amongst the soldiers.
Each skittle can represent a soldier when
working with numbers 1-9, however,
representing a large number such as 521
would take a lot of skittles. So the story goes
on giving each colored skittle its own name
and rank of the Roman army. Green skittles
represent single foot soldiers. Blue skittles
are decurions and represent ten people. Red
skittles are the centurions that represent one
hundred people just like the Centurions of
the Ancient Roman army. Already division
has become more interesting, right?

Imagine being nine years old and hearing the story told to you by your teacher connecting
history, math, and imagination all while trying to figure out 521➗7.
(Continued on next page)

Montes(story) Time, continued...
Stories don’t have to be long either. They just have to be told well. They are great tools for the
memory and help us associate things we know with new concepts. Each of the parts of speech
in grammar have a symbol and a bit of a back story. We use a black triangle to symbolize
nouns. We use the triangle as a representative of the pyramids and it is black to represent
carbon. The pyramids are ancient buildings and carbon is a vital element. Nouns were most
likely the first type of spoken word in history and in language development. And like carbon,
they are extremely important. Each of the ten parts of speech in the English language have a
different symbol and story in Montessori.

Children of all ages also love to hear stories about the lives of their teachers. We know that
relationship building between the teacher and the students is vital for classroom success.
Focusing on one situation or one moment in time with lots of detail and some humor can
build a strong connection. And the relationship isn’t the only benefit: listening to a well-told
story can help students develop their literacy skills, such as attention to detail,
comprehension, cadence, and fluency.
There are stories everywhere in the Montessori classroom. Stories that have been practiced
and stories that have been improvised. Stories that are part of the curriculum and stories that
come up organically in just the right moment. Everyday we are creating stories for the future
at school and at home. When we look back on 2020, it is my sincere hope that we can find
some stories to tell, some true gems from such a challenging time. As for me, I hope to recall
the rich and tangy taste of that chocolate Irish cream cheesecake my family shared to
celebrate our favorite twenty-year-old.

Warmly,

-Aimee

Aimee Allen
Head of School

Remote Learning: Demon or Demonized?
Carrie Butler
Remote teaching is new for most of us. We are apprehensive. We are concerned about our ability
to organically build relationships with our students. Essence can be lost when virtually
communicating. The teaching role shifts and we suddenly have seven or eight co-teachers: the
parents. Our new co-teachers feel unsure of their responsibility. Are they doing it “right”, are their
children getting what they need? We all worry about our ability to capture the spontaneity of the
classroom and freedom of choice when students are at home. We lament over lost opportunities
for children to have numerous social interactions during a day. We hear a lot about remote
learning as being the least preferred option. Society tells us that no one likes remote learning or
remote teaching for that matter. Yet, at HMS, we see it differently...
We have seven families that make up our little cohort of lower elementary students. We started
together this August with our shared experiences from last spring. Our community began the year
as a group of families committed to helping their children learn. As a team we all had a desire to
make it better than it had been before.
What we have at this point is a robust program filled with hands-on, experiential opportunities for
these children. They have formed friendships with one another and look forward to spending time
together online. The parents report having satisfaction in knowing more about how their children
learn, the support they need specifically, and Montessori education generally. One parent
reported:
“The HMS Remote Learning Program has gifted us, as
parents, a richer understanding of our children's natural
interests and learning styles. We understand Wren &
Willow in a different way today than we did even 6
months ago. I couldn't have imagined all the good that
would come from this experience; I feel a deeper
connection to them as individuals and greater clarity
about how to facilitate and encourage them as learners.
Also born of this cooperative learning experience is a
greater respect for what "The Montessori Ways" means for
our children as they engage with their own education and
contribute to our home and family. I'll be honest, before
this level of exposure to lessons (specifically number and
literacy work) I had an appreciation for what I perceived a
Montessori education to be. Now, I really get it. I genuinely
feel it's the best gift we could ever give our children, and as
crazy as it sounds, I'm grateful we've had this time
learning, bending and growing together as we all move
through a lot of hard stuff."
-Amanda Howton
(Continued on next page)

The students are engaged and this looks different from on-site education. A lesson with the
teacher is 30 minutes of uninterrupted one-on-one time. The rest of their work time they are
being supported by their parents. They have fewer distractions and more quiet in which to do
their work. This seems to allow them an opportunity to go deeper if they choose.
“The best part about being the remote program has been an opportunity to see truly how my child
learns, there is such beauty in that, and also comes with hurdles. And of course the teachers. I am
truly grateful for all you are doing to keep this" train" moving forward even when No one is truly sure
where it's going. “ -Judy Pagni
We began by building a website on Google Sites. This would act as a virtual classroom. Heidi
Pavlu did a beautiful job building it so that it has “shelves” in each curriculum area. On the
shelves are digital materials, information, books or videos, and any paperwork that the student
might need to complete their work. This site operates as a central place to distribute class
information, it is also the place where everyone can access the asynchronous weekly
enrichment videos.
“The remote program has been a success for our family. The material has been picked to provide
hands on Montessori learning at home, just like in the classroom! Social circles provide interaction
between class friends and usually include a game to promote fun. The lack of classroom distractions
has provided a great academic boost for our children, and they feel more accomplished academically
this year than in the classroom in previous years. One of the reasons for selecting remote learning
over in class or hybrid, was to have as little disruption during the year as possible to their academics.
We have been pleased with our decision and appreciate HMS for their careful planning and preparing
of their remote learning model. When one of my children would love school like this for years to
come, something must be working very well!” -Heidi Pavlu

(Continued on next page)

We use Google Classroom to assign daily work. It allows the work to be assigned individually or
for the whole class. When the child completes their work the parents take a picture and upload
it, then I can review it and comment or ask for corrections. The assignments range in activities
and it is my intention to make as many as possible hands-on and experiential. We try to keep
the children off the screen as much as we can.
“Hands on lessons with supplies provided in their totes keeps learning fun and engaging. The kids are
not tethered to a screen.“ -Natalia Harris
Lastly, we use Zoom to join together. Every morning we gather for half hour meetings. At their
conclusion, the cameras are on as we do our work. This seems to help create a classroom- like
feel and one in which if questions come up or anyone needs help I can easily be reached. In the
meantime, I am giving one on one lessons in breakouts to the children. We also use Zoom for
our interactive social time 3 times a week. These are 30-60 minutes chunks of time that the
children can decide what they want to do. We started out offering activities, but it soon grew
into a time to just hang out. They wanted to read to each other, they play, they talk, they play
Pokemon.
“We are truly grateful that he has a set routine. Nelson has made amazing friends that he is excited
to see everyday.” -Natalia Harris

This Month's Staff Contributor:
Carrie Butler
Lower Elementary Teacher

We are so grateful to ALL of our
generous donors for making this
year's Annual Fund so successful!
Maria Montessori's Birthday Circle:
Hilary Harter (Islam Family Foundation)
Coby & Stephanie Sagle
Rebecca & Stephen Pieniak
Erin & Glenn Schuster
Chad & Kathryn Rawlings
Elia & Chris Grogan
Diane & Stephen Reville
Paul & Julie Harding
Aimee & Mike Allen
Pink Tower Club:
Gina & Chris Drew
Crystal Fritts
Lora & Brett McMillan
Jill & Mark Greene
Becky & Brad Carlson
Sean & Wendy Werner
Brenna & Michael Cholerton
George Swift & Kristine Tanaka
Tanaka Holdings, LLC
Schwab Charitable
Nancy & Tim Leahy
Tim & April Adams
Alana & Patrick Dunagan
John & Angela Mitchell
Mike & Karen Biskey
Robert & Laura Peaslee
Gino & Candace Pagano
Hayden & Molly Scott
Beth & Bo Sprague
Danae Welty & Brandon Wolfe
Nedka Ivanova
Frank and Barbara Magusin
Kristen & Jason Smith
Poonum Vasishth
Julie Hale
Leon & Prudence Schendel
Bryan McConaughy
Mollie M & Peter Kreishman
Mallory & Tyler Tucci
Leyda & Garet Greenwood
David & Nina Rish-Brown
Julie & Stefan Thorn
Quinci Adams & Ryan Slanicka
Steve & Giovanna Franklin
Stefanie & Kyle Johnson
Gigi Thorn
Amy Staupe & Chris Roy
Brint & Jeanne Sagle

Wendy & Sean Holt
Nazzy & Ben Fardi
Heidi & Mike Pavlu
Huijing Hu & Xiaojun Zhou
Chelsea & Mark Boseley
Brianne Biskey & Dave Allen
Kalaena & Gregg Morris
Arthur & Faye Siek
Kara & Rob Dressel
Raymond Barnhart
Cheryl Buchholtz
Lois & Steven Taylor
Callie & Kevin Crumpacker
Carrie & Mark Butler
Jamie & Mike Babbitt
Grace Hampton
Kaley & Jason Jenkins
Megan & Dallas Gessel
Carmen & Jody McNamer
Emily & Chris Knutson
Aleah & Matthew DiCrescentis
Brittany Fritts
Maggie & Jason Rodgers
Carrianne & Reid Ekberg
Laura & Patrick Chesley
Amanda & Alek Holcomb
Harmony Scarlet
Kiran Pakala & Lalita Turaga
Rebekah Drahota & Alex Plonczak
Pearl Catering
Kiersten & David Weber
Josephine Gonzalez
Rene & Brad May
Jennifer & David Spencer
Brandon & Merci Clinton
Victoria Jones
Tianxiao and Tianzi Li
Megan & Ryan Pruente
Curtis & Melissa Livesay
Katherine Long & Ash Monif
Denisse Aranda & Kevin Lamott
Craig Morgan
Cody & Keeley McCullah
Kristina & Jason McKinney
Kara & Tim Crane
Brian, Rochal & Maya George
Josh & Amanda Howton
Jessica Hopkins & Scot Fleshman
Nikki Hemphill
Jennifer Beard
Pam & Mike Purdue
Xuan & Long Hoang
Ji Sun & Nannan Ye

Dolores Carlson
Hana Abou-Ouf and Mohamed Imam
Sheryl & Gary Decker
Marianne & David Lai
Roger & MaryBeth Reville
Casandra Gorell and Paul Prokopovich
H. John Staupe
Brianne & William Harlan
Lisa Derouin
Gail & Eric Pederson
Alexandra & Ryan Rubel
Cheryl Comer
Space Bagels
Jessica & Chad Lessard
Hilary & Terrell Harrington
Amanda & Brad Bennett
Robert Voeller
Susan McAllister
Elise & Josh Slowey
Jessica Fleming
Amber & Stephen Adika
Brian & Linsey Lee
Maureen Keyter
Sarah & Ben Tweet
Oxana Matsegorova & Stanislav Lovstov
Judy Pagni
Heather & Todd Gregg
Nicole & Derek Knodt
Sarah Kelly
Miles Chesley
Tina Schmidt
Summer & Ryan Schurr
Emily & Jordan Fidecaro
Heidi & Jan Williams
Mel Megee
Carl Tweeten
Tezra & Ryan Wakefield
Danielle & Kristofer Pasquale
Laura & Raghu Varier
Stefanie & Mike Lorincz
Nadine & James Peacock
Alyssa & Ash Venable
Corey Peterson
Kelsey & Kevin Getman
April Crichfield
Nichole Larew
Terri Sue Samuels
Lisa & Brady Short
Judy Grindlay
Juliana Tweet
Kristina Cain
Shawn Moffat
Anne Shaffer & Jeffrey Tuma

Board Corner
Dear Harbor Montessori Families,
Thank you so much for your generosity during the Annual Fund Campaign.
We are grateful and inspired by this community. Did you know that 20% of
the donations we received this year came from grandparents, alumni, or
other outside friends of the school? We enjoy hearing from those members
of our community who also recognize the positive impact that a Montessori
education makes on the lives of our children. In total, this year we received
161 donations to the Annual Fund and raised over $56,000. Our Board
participation was 100%, parent participation 92%, and staff participation 90%.
I’d say this is a community truly dedicated to HMS!
And speaking of dedication, I’d like to take this opportunity to recognize and
thank Callie Crumpacker for her service on the HMS Board of Trustees. Callie
started on the board in 2018. Callie also served on our Facilities Committee
playing an important role in our school renovations and the building of our
ADA accessible ramp last year. We will miss having her strong and
compassionate voice on our Board. Thank you for everything, Callie!

On behalf of the entire board, I am very excited to
welcome Danielle Cole Pasquale as our newest
Trustee. Danielle is a current HMS mom and has
been part of our school community since she and
her family moved to the area three years ago. We
are honored to have Danielle in our midst and
look forward to working with her.

Julie Thorn
Board Chair

